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How Google Makes Money?

Google is the most common name in the world of web and one of the 
top notch companies of the world. Everyone knows that it is the best 
search engine and along with its search engine website it also has 
many other sites like Orkut, Gmail, Google Plus, and many others. 
Even the Android the most emerging operating system among the 
Smartphone also belongs to Google. But have you ever tried to find 
how Google earns? How Google is able to rule over the world of 
internet and how it manages it millions of expenses in running internet and how it manages it millions of expenses in running 
numerous servers all over the world.

Many people still don’t know or not bothered to know about the source of Google’s income. It’s a 
multinational company so it must be earning a lot but the question arises from where they earns? Does it 
manufactures any products or develop software to make money? The answer is big no.

Google Earns from Advertisements

The main source of income of Google is from the advertisements which run on almost every GoogleThe main source of income of Google is from the advertisements which run on almost every Google’s site. 
Whenever you search for anything on the Google you must have seen a block in yellow color consisting of 
links at the top of the search results. These are not the search results but rather are the advertisements 
which run on Google search engine. Not only at the top but also at the sidebar there are advertisements 
which keep displaying on the right side of the webpage.
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How the Advertisements Make Google Earn?

You must be wondering how these ads make Google earn? The simple concept behind this is 
whenever a user clicks on the ad links Google earns. Each time a click on any of the ads makes 
Google to earn money. How much it earns depend on the advertisers. The ads shown on search 
results are based on bidding system. As higher amount advertiser bids its ads shown on the top.

There is a minimum bid value for the advertisement for particular keyword (Search type) and 
advertiseadvertiser’s bids for higher price and the one who bids the maximum price gets the top rank on the 
ads list. The amount is given by the advertiser to Google depends on number of clicks and cost per 
click made on for that advertisement. The price per click may vary from $0.01 to even $5 which de-
pends solely on the ad keyword and bidders.

The priorities of listing of the ads also depend upon the number of clicks made on the ad. More the 
clicks higher the priority.

To advertise on Google there is a program created by Google called Google AdWords. Anyone can 
create account on AdWords and setup its payment method and can start advertising on Google. This 
post is not about Google AdWords so we are not covering much on it right now.

Google earns the maximum revenue from advertisements on its site Google.com while it also earns 
from its other sites like Gmail, Orkut, YouTube etc on the basis of ads clicks.
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Many a times an advertiser wants to advertise on other sites also besides Google. Google have 
given option to website owners as AdSense where website owner shows Google ads on their 
website. So when the publisher of a website sets the ad on his page and the viewer clicks on the ad 
Google shares the revenue with the publisher. Google do not disclose percentage of revenue sharing 
with publishers. Publisher may get sharing between 30% to 60% which is not disclosed to publishers. 
Advertisers give revenue to Google and Google in turn gives revenue to the publishers.

To know what is the total revenue that Google earned in last three years just click on the below link 
to know the more inside of the storto know the more inside of the story.
Click here!
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What is NFC and why you should use it ?

NFC is something you may often hear about in regards to new 
smartphones, but something which few people have an understanding 
of, or even use. Yes, it’s an acronym, but not all acronyms have to be 
scary! Not only is NFC easy to understand (at least in principle), it can 
also be incredibly useful. Here’s all you need to know about what NFC 
is and why you should use it.

What is NFC?

NFC stands for near-field-communication, essentially, a way for your phone to interact with something in 
close proximity. It operates within a radius of about 4 cm and provides a wireless connection between your 
device and another. This allows for two-way communication, with both devices involved being able to send 
and receive information. This NFC connection does not rely on Wi-Fi, 3G, LTE, or otherwise, and it does not 
cost to use.

So itSo it’s like Bluetooth?

You’re a fast learner, it is like Bluetooth! Both Bluetooth and NFC offer wireless 2-way transmission between 
devices and usually come as standard on modern smartphones.
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However, they do differ in some areas. Bluetooth has a larger operational range (up to 30 feet, in 
some instances), but it usually consumes more battery (though this is quickly changing thanks to 
the latest Bluetooth low energy, or BLE, developments). Also, Bluetooth takes a little longer to set 
up and, because of its wide range, can be a little more difficult to navigate in crowded situations.

\Which is better: NFC or Bluetooth?

Because NFC needs to be in close proximitBecause NFC needs to be in close proximity, it is easier to set up and pair with another device than 
Bluetooth. The connection is made within a fraction of a second, but the data transfer speed is 
slower. The NFC’s ease of use is its biggest strength and it can also be used in conjunction with 
Bluetooth for even better performance. Ultimately, both technologies have their benefits, NFC for 
simplicity and Bluetooth for larger range and more demanding file transfers.

What can I use NFC for?

1. Listening to music with wireless speakers
One of the typical uses of NFC technology is listening to music through wireless speakers. In this One of the typical uses of NFC technology is listening to music through wireless speakers. In this 
case, the NFC relies on the data transfer via Bluetooth, but it’s the NFC which is responsible for the 
initial connection of smartphone to your speakers. This optimizes the connection without having to 
resort to the fiddly Bluetooth pairing of speaker and smartphones, as I discussed above.
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2. Connecting with NFC tags
The NFC tags are small physical “tags” or “stickers” containing NFC chips can be programmed to 
provide any kind of information to your smartphone. Typically, an NFC tag contains links to a web 
address, but it can also be set to perform certain actions with your smartphone, like turn on the Wi-Fi, 
or turn down the ringer.

In the future these tags could be embedded into just about anything. For example, an NFC tag could In the future these tags could be embedded into just about anything. For example, an NFC tag could 
be used in a restaurant menu to make the most up-to-date version of it available immediately on your 
phone. All you would need to do is bring your smartphone into proximity of the physical menu, and 
you could potentially browse more detailed information of certain menu items, like nutritional value or 
ingredients. Where NFC presents an advantage over current QR technology is that there is no need 
for a “scanner app”, the information is available instantaneously.
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3. Making payments with NFC
What will possibly become the biggest use for NFC in the near (field) future is Tap and Pay option it 
provides. NFC payments are already available in many stores across the US, and the UK for 
purchases of £15 or less, using an app like Softcard or Google purchases of £15 or less, using an app like Softcard or Google Wallet: all it involves is tapping your 
phone against an enabled terminal. Now that Apple has included an NFC antenna in the iPhone 6 to 
work in conjuction with its new Apple Pay feature (and will include similar functionality in the Apple 
Watch), these type of cardless, wireless payments are going to become more and more prevalent.

4.Using NFC for file transfer 
Through NFC connectivity you can also send certain files between devices using Android Beam. 
First you need to enable NFC and Android Beam on both devices, then all you need to do is go to 
the file you wish to send, sathe file you wish to send, say, a photo, and tap the devices together! That’s right, you don’t even 
need to select any “send via” options, just put the devices back to back, and when it asks to confirm 
the transfer hit "touch to beam". You can also do this with the help of a dedicated app such as File 
Beam, and the result is a much simpler and faster way of sending files between two neighbouring 
handsets.
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How do I know if my phone has NFC functionality?

It will depend on your handset, but generally you can go to  "settings" > "wireless and networks" to 
see if NFC is listed. Most modern smartphones now come with NFC as standard.

There you have it. NFC provides the quickest way to set up connections between electronic devices 
and provides the fastest solution for file transfer between handsets in close proximity.
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What is RFID – How Does RFID Work?

RFID is an acronym for “radio-frequency identification” and refers 
to a technology whereby digital data encoded in RFID tags or smart 
labels (defined below) are captured by a reader via radio waves. 
RFID is similar to barcoding in that data from a tag or label are 
captured by a device that stores the data in a database. RFID, 
howevehowever, has several advantages over systems that use barcode 
asset tracking software. The most notable is that RFID tag data can 
be read outside the line-of-sight, whereas barcodes must be aligned 
with an optical 
scanner.

How Does RFID Work?

RFID belongs to a group of technologies referred to as Automatic Identification and Data Capture (AIDC). 
AIDC methods automatically identify objects, collect data about them, and enter those data directly into 
computer systems with little or no human intervention.
RFID methods utilize radio waves to accomplish this. At a simple level, RFID systems consist of three 
components: an RFID tag or smart label, an RFID readecomponents: an RFID tag or smart label, an RFID reader, and an antenna. RFID tags contain an integrated 
circuit and an antenna, which are used to transmit data to the RFID reader (also called an interrogator). The 
reader then converts the radio waves to a more usable form of data. Information collected from the tags is 
then transferred through a communications interface to a host computer system, where the data can be 
stored in a database and analyzed at a later time.
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RFID Tags and Smart Labels

As stated above, an RFID tag consists of an integrated circuit and an antenna. The tag is also 
composed of a protective material that holds the pieces together and shields them from various 
environmental conditions. The protective material depends on the application. For example, 
employee ID badges containing RFID tags are typically made from durable plastic, and the tag is 
embedded between the layers of plastic. RFID tags come in a variety of shapes and sizes and are embedded between the layers of plastic. RFID tags come in a variety of shapes and sizes and are 
either passive or active. Passive tags are the most widely used, as they are smaller and less 
expensive to implement. Passive tags must be “powered up” by the RFID reader before they can 
transmit data. Unlike passive tags, active RFID tags have an on-board power supply (e.g., a battery), 
thereby enabling them to transmit data at all times. For a more detailed discussion, refer to this 
article: Passive RFID Tags vs. Active RFID Tags.

Smart labels diSmart labels differ from RFID tags in that they incorporate both RFID and barcode technologies. 
They’re made of an adhesive label embedded with an RFID tag inlay, and they may also feature a 
barcode and/or other printed information. Smart labels can be encoded and printed on-demand using 
desktop label printers, whereas programming RFID tags is more time consuming and requires more 
advanced equipment.

RFID Applications

RFID technology is employed in many industries to perform such tasks as:

– Inventory management– Inventory management
– Asset tracking
– Personnel tracking
– Controlling access to restricted areas
– ID badging
– Supply chain management
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– Counterfeit prevention (e.g., in the pharmaceutical industry)

Although RFID technology has been in use since World War II, the demand for RFID equipment is 
increasing rapidly, in part due to mandates issued by the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) and 
Wal-Mart requiring their suppliers to enable products to be traceable by RFID.

Whether or not RFID compliance is required, applications that currently use barcode technology are Whether or not RFID compliance is required, applications that currently use barcode technology are 
good candidates for upgrading to a system that uses RFID or some combination of the two. RFID 
offers many advantages over the barcode, particularly the fact that an RFID tag can hold much more 
data about an item than a barcode can. In addition, RFID tags are not susceptible to the damages 
that may be incurred by barcode labels, like ripping and smearing.
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How Hackers Spread Malware and Virus

Do you know that thousands of Computers are being infected with 
some kind of Trojan/Malware each second as we speak? And no, it’s 
not only the Windows Users that’s being targeted nowadays; even 
Operation Systems like i0S and Linux are now the favourite hunting 
grounds for hackers.
What’s the root cause of such massive computers falling prey to 
malwares?malwares? The answer is Ignorance and lack of awareness among 
the general public. The biggest misconception among the people is, 
since they have a “Premium” Anti-Virus installed in their computer, 
they are 100% secure. Nothing could be further from the truth.

Antivirus provides protection only from the known viruses but what about the unknown and new ones? Do 
you know, hundreds of new viruses are being coded and released every day? To make it worse, there exist 
special types of software called Crypters which makes a known virus Fully UnDectected(FUD) without 
changing the behaviour of the virus, in some cases adding more teeth to them.
Some Underground hacking communities even provide tutorials and ebooks on how to infect people. Some Some Underground hacking communities even provide tutorials and ebooks on how to infect people. Some 
ebooks even claim to “teach you” how to infect 1000+ computers on a single day. While others who already 
have a massive amount of computers under his control sells the bots for as little as 2$ per thousand bots.

          

                 Let’s have a look at the top Four ways in which Malware and Virus are spread:
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1). Torrents
I bet you saw this coming. But do you know the latest movie which you ripped last night and 
seeding it away in glory right now could potentially be a carrier of viruses? Yes, it’s possible if your 
computer was already infect by a virus which had the capability of binding itself to torrent files. 
Looking at it from the other side, the trusted members of a torrent site could also theoretically infect Looking at it from the other side, the trusted members of a torrent site could also theoretically infect 
you without them even known it. Not to mention about bogus and fake files binded with viruses up-
loaded every day to torrent site by fake profiles. The point is danger is always lurking on Torrent sites. 
They best to minimise them is to take precautions while downloading torrents. Always check the 
uploader, his previous uploads, the comments given by other users and how old the torrent is. It’s 
also a good idea to google the name of the torrent and check its description and pictures with those 
given in the Torrent site.

2). Youtube
Youtube and Dailymotion: Search “ ‘Any Software name here’ Crack” in  Youtube or DailyMotion, you 
will be literally flooded with hundreds of video tutorials showing you how to run the crack file. Almost 
90% of the videos will be accompanied by a download link and in most of the cases the file offered in 
the download link will be binded with a Trojan. Use your common sense in such cases.
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3). Facebook
Yes, you read that right. With over 901 million active users at the end of March 2012, Facebook is 
one of the favourite hunting grounds for hackers. They are actively pulling out new and innovative 
tricks to lure the users into downloading their virus. Be those spammy links like “OMG! I can’t 
believe this!” or  “Go to this website to get your free iPhone”, they are constantly coming up with believe this!” or  “Go to this website to get your free iPhone”, they are constantly coming up with 
clever ideas to entice the users in click their malicious links. So they next time you are tempted to 
click on a link in Facebook, think twice about it.
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4). Chat Room
This method is also rampant on the internet right now. There are thousands of chatrooms, right 
from Omegle,from Omegle, Yahoo to numerous teen chat rooms. Most of the time it’s not even a  human but an 
automated software called bot that does all the spamming of the chatrooms with infected links. This 
is a very easy method and requires little or no effort on part of the hacker to infect hundreds of users 
within a single day. It’s better to avoid such chatrooms whenever possible, if not, then make it a point 
to never click any link on such chatrooms next time you visit.

Remember I told about the premium ebooks about spreading malwares sold on Underground forums 
at the beginning of the article. Due to the nature of the materials written there, it can’t be published 
on a public blog but I have given a download link. It contains the top malware spreading guides on a public blog but I have given a download link. It contains the top malware spreading guides 
which got leaked but limited to only a few people.
Due to prevent mass abuse of the ebooks, the ebooks are uploaded in a server that requires you to 
complete a small 60 second survey in order to download them. You make ask, I don’t spread Viruses, 
Do I need them?  There is a saying, “To catch the thief, Think like a Thief.”

JULY 2015
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What is Bitcoin & How It Works?

What is Bitcoin?

It is the first decentralized digital currency. Bitcoins were discovered by A programmer known as 
Satoshi Nakamoto inSatoshi Nakamoto in Year 2008 but was made an open source in year 2009. It is an software based 
online payment method. It is a digital coin that you can send through the internet. The currency is 
created and exchanged independently of any government or bank.Since it’s an open source and 
nobody owns or control it, everyone can take part. The currency is generated through a computer 
program and can be converted into cash after being deposited into virtual wallets.
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How it works?

Bitcoin supply is controlled by a computer algorithm. You first have to download and run a Bitcoin 
client software. Once you download and run the software, it connects over the internet to the 
decentralized networks of all Bitcoin users and generates a pair of keys, which you’ll need to 
exchange Bitcoins. One key is private and kept hidden and the other one is public. But, the process exchange Bitcoins. One key is private and kept hidden and the other one is public. But, the process 
of generating Bitcoins is quite complicated, as it involves solving complex algorithms. When you 
make a transaction, your Bitcoin software performs a mathematical operation to combine the other 
party’s public key and your private key with the amount of Bitcoins that you want to transfer. 
Verification of the transaction is also made by sending out the result of operation to the distributed 
Bitcoin network.

Why Bitcoins?

Comparative to other currencies it has certain advantages:Comparative to other currencies it has certain advantages:
1. It can be transferred directly from person to person without any central authority.
2. You can use them in any country.
3. It can not be frozen.
4. Bitcoins network is free, except for a voluntary fee you can use to speed up transaction process.

Source : hackyshacky.com
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How To Record Android Screen

Many of my followers asked me to find out a way to record android lock screen. Basically this app is used 
by the bloggers or youtubers who want to make tutorials. Now lets get started
Requirements:-
1. An Android Device
2. Root Access.
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 You will require an android device and also having root access on it.

As you can see i have posted a screenshot showing screen-recording activated on it. This is 
basically a app that let you do this. This app is available for free on Google play to get the app follow 
this link.

The Problem is that this free version will let you record only for 3 min. If you want longer recording 
time you can go for the paid version that is also available in the google play store. 

Source :  beginnertricks.com
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Top 10 Ways to Boost Your Home Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi is one of the most useful and important parts of using a 
computer, and yet it's also one of the most frustrating. If you're 
plagued by slow speeds, bad reception, and other Wi-Fi issues, here 
are 10 ways you can power up the Wi-Fi in your home. 

10. Use the Latest Wi-Fi Technologies
One of the best ways to make sure your network is as fast and reliable as possible is to use up-to-date 
hardware. We've gone through the basics of router hardware before, so check out the first lesson of our net-
working Night School for the full lowdown. The main thing you need to know: Wireless A, B, and G are old 
and slow, and wireless N will give you the fastest speeds around. Note that you'll need both a wireless N 
router and a wireless N card in your computer if you want the full speed boost.

9. Find the Perfect Spot for Your Router
Routers may be ugly, but that doesn't mean you should hide them behind the TV cabinet. If you want the 
best signal, you'll need it out in the open, free of any walls and obstructions. Point the antennas vertically, 
and elevate the router if you can (one reader found that his attic was the perfect spot). Lastly, make sure its 
in the center of your house, so you have the best coverage possible throughout your home.
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                                                                     8. Find the Right Wireless Channel
                                                                     If you have neighbors, their routers may be interfering 
                                                                     with yours and causing the signal to degrade. 
                                                                     Wireless routers can operate on a number of different                  
                                                                     channels, and you want yours on a channel with as                                                                     channels, and you want yours on a channel with as
                                                                     little interference as possible. Use a tool like Wi-Fi 
                                                                     Stumbler or Wi-Fi Analyzer to find the perfect channel 
                                                                     in your house.

7. Get Rid of Interference from Other Appliances
Other routers aren't the only thing that can cause 
interference. Cordless phones, microwaves, and other 
appliances can muck with your signal as well. Buying a appliances can muck with your signal as well. Buying a 
dual band router can help with this, but you can also buy 
cordless phones on other bands too. If you don't want to 
buy new hardware, you can always try moving your router
further away from interfering appliances, too. 
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6. Thwart Wi-Fi Thieves with Better Security
Even if your router has a password, it can be really
easy to hack. There are easy ways to find out if 
someone is stealing your Wi-Fi, but the best thing to 
do is just lock them out with better security. Using a 
WPA password is absolutely essential, but even 
those can be cracked pretty easilthose can be cracked pretty easily.

5. Control Bandwidth-Hogging Applications
If someone in your house regularly video chats, 
plays online games, torrents files, or uses services
 like Netflix, they may be hogging bandwidth and 
making the internet slower for everyone else. 
Luckily, you can use something called Quality of 
Service—or QoS for short—to reign in those Service—or QoS for short—to reign in those 
bandwidth hogs. With QoS, you can prioritize
certain applications (say, video chat) over others 
(like video games) so the most important 
applications get the bandwidth they deserve. 
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                                                                                   4. Increase Wi-Fi Range with DIY Tricks
                                                                                   If your router still won't reach far enough, you       
                                                                                   can extend its range with simple DIY tricks.      
                                                                                   Our favorite is the Windsurfer tin foil hack,
                                                                                   thougn you can also use an old beer can or a   
                                                                                   cooking strainer to extend your router's range.                                                                                    cooking strainer to extend your router's range. 
                                                                                   The results won't necessarily be mind blowing,    
                                                                                   but you should be able to eke a bit more 
                                                                                   distance out of your Wi-Fi network with 
                                                                                   minimal effort.

3. Boost Your Router's Signal with a Bit of Hacking
Another great way to extend your range is to hack Another great way to extend your range is to hack 
your router and install the DD-WRT firmware. Not 
only will it give you a ton of great security features 
and other enhancements, but it gives you the 
option to boost your transmitting power. This can 
be dangerous for your router, but most routers can 
handle an increase up to 70 mW without causing 
any issues, and you'll be able to access your any issues, and you'll be able to access your 
network from much further away!
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2. Turn an Old Router Into a Wi-Fi Repeater
If that still doesn't help, you'll need to get a 
range extender for your home. They aren't 
super expensive, but if you don't want to pay 
for another piece of hardware, you can actually 
turn an old wireless router into an extender 
with the aforementioned DD-Wwith the aforementioned DD-WRT firmware. 
Note that you may not be able to get as fast 
of a connection through your extender, but if 
you just can't seem to get Wi-Fi on the edge
 of your house, this'll get the job done on the 
cheap.

1. Set Your Router to Reboot on a Schedule
If you're one of the many folks that has to If you're one of the many folks that has to 
reboot their router every so often so it doesn't 
drop out, there is a solution. You can run a 
few tests to make sure the problem isn't 
caused by heat, old firmware, or excess 
downloading, but an easy way to solve the 
problem is just automatically reboot it once a 
day or so.day or so. You can do this with DD-WRT or just
 a regular old outlet timer. When you're done, 
you shouldn't have to reboot your router so 
often (which is great if your router's all the way up in the attic).
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Combine Multiple Internet Connections on 
Android Device 

For viewing videos on your smartphones, you require internet 
connection with needed speed. At some point, you might face this 
circumstance when you're not able to enjoy online videos on your 
mobile due to slow connection. However, you have much better 
Wi-Fi connection and bad mobile internet connection. Use Wi-Fi connection and bad mobile internet connection. Use VideoBee 
to Combine Wi-Fi + Mobile Connection to Increase Video Streaming 
Speed.

Did you ever considered combing both your Mobile Internet and Wi-Fi connection to obtain a Better Internet 
Connection? If you have actually believed so, then you're so fortunate to be right here, to solve your
issues.The above job can be done with an amazing app offered for Android called VideoBee. This app can 
fix your issue swiftly and combine your two internet connections together. 

Exactly what is VideoBee?

VVideoBee is a brand-new application offered for Android mobiles. VideoBee allows you to combine your 
Mobile Internet and Wi-Fi connections together. This will undoubtedly enhance your internet speed. It will 
certainly enhance your video buffering speed.
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If you have 2 active different Internet connections then link them by utilizing VideoBee like 
Wi-Fi + mobile or Wi-Fi + Wi-Fi. Even you can pair with your good friends and share their and your 
internet connection like mobile + mobile. You can likewise share videos with your good friends 
quickly. For utilizing this app you do not require any rooted device.

Combine Mobile Internet & Wi-Fi on Android Device

1.Download VideoBee from Google Play to your mobile.

2. If you have mobile internet and Wi-Fi connection then pick Wi-Fi and Mobile choice. If your device 2. If you have mobile internet and Wi-Fi connection then pick Wi-Fi and Mobile choice. If your device 
has no mobile internet connection, then choose Wi-Fi connection or get in touch with your buddies 
device that has a mobile connection. You can make use of VideoBee Solo Mode or in Group mode 
connection.
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3. For Solo Mode connection, select the Wi-Fi and Mobile alternative and for Group Mode connec-
tions, choose the create a brand-new group alternative. Then switch on your Bluetooth connection 
and produce a brand-new group with your good friends. Then sign up with the group by choosing the 
Join an existing group alternative on their mobile.

4. However for utilizing Group mode, you require the following mixes connections like Wi-Fi + Mobile, 
Wi-Fi + Wi-Fi, Mobile + Mobile.
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How to Stop your Computers Overheating Problems 

You might have developed your PC according to your budget 
but not according to the actual requirement that's why while 
hard on your system, maybe video editing, developing some 
high end applications and rendering outputs your PC might get 
exhausted and when your PC gets too hot, it turns off to stop its
 elements getting harmed. Right here's the best ways to 
exercise whether it will get too hot.exercise whether it will get too hot.

Inspect your PC's Temperature Level

If you hear some really weird noises from your PC's hard disk or fan, somewhat too loud that means your 
PC might not be able to breathe properly. The most typical reasons for getting too hot are the fan grilles 
being obstructed and the laptop computer or PC being put someplace where there's no location for the air 
that the fan extracts to go. Putting your laptop computer on a raised stand, so the fan on its base isn't really 
obstructed, will instantly assist. 

In case you are using a laptop its very good to choose the best cooling pad for it, you can even get a nice In case you are using a laptop its very good to choose the best cooling pad for it, you can even get a nice 
second hand Targus Cooling Pad for your laptop which I am selling check the fire sale post I have created. 
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If you have a desktop PC, see to it the fan side of the case isn't really put up versus a wall or 
another blockage. If a space is too hot for you to sit in, opportunities are your computer system will 
certainly likewise get too hot, so open a window or door for the air to pass and to get the proper air 
circulation.

YYou can utilize the totally free SpeedFan tool to examine the temperature level of your computer 
system. Its Readings tab shows the temperature level of your hard disk drive, graphics card and pro-
cessor and whether any of them are too hot. If they are, they'll have a flame icon alongside them.

SpeedFan does not inform you why your PC or laptop 
computer is overheating. Nevertheless, if your laptop 
computer is set to High Performance Mode and SpeedFan 
reveals the processor is too hot, you ought to alter the 
Power Mode to Balanced Mode. If you have actually been 
utilizing your computer system for a number of hours and 
SpeedFan suggests it's really hot, it's a smart idea to power 
down for half an hour approximately to provide your 
computer system time to recuperate.
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Cleaning Dust inside your Computers CPU or Laptop

Dust developing inside your computer system can trigger it to stop working entirelDust developing inside your computer system can trigger it to stop working entirely, so you have to 
do away with it. You'll require a can of compressed air, which you can purchase from a hardware or 
electronic devices store if you live in India, then you can purchase air duster online from Amazon.in, 
and some cotton swab. Shut off your computer system and disconnect the power cable at the back, 
then thoroughly remove the side of the case without the fan grille. Without touching any of the ele-
ments inside, utilize the compressed air to remove the dust and a cotton swab to clear the fans, how-
ever not the elements.
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You can utilize a cotton swab to brush away dust from beyond a laptop computer, however it's 
difficult to get inside a laptop computer to clean it, but if you can you should probably do it after a 
month or so. Opening your laptop computer case to clean or update it will certainly likewise void 
your service warranty. If this does not stress you or your laptop computer is not under guarantee, 
see to it you're really cautious loosening the case and cleaning within. We do not suggest you do it 
unless you have the upkeep handbook for your laptop computer to hand. If you do not have a 
handbook, you must have the ability to discover one for your laptop computer design on the Repair handbook, you must have the ability to discover one for your laptop computer design on the Repair 
4 Laptops site.

Installing another Heavy Duty FAN

If SpeedFan reveals your home computer is overheating, you need to set up an additional fan to cool If SpeedFan reveals your home computer is overheating, you need to set up an additional fan to cool 
the elements more effectively. There need to be an extra slot on the back of your PC case to include 
an additional fan. To inspect which size fan to set up determine the range in between the screw holes 
either side of the grille on the case. If it's 72mm you require an 80mm fan, while a measurement of 
105mm methods you require a 120mm fan. Switch off your computer system and detach it from the 
mains prior to opening your PC's case to fit the brand-new fan.
Now put the fan versus the grilled area you determined previouslNow put the fan versus the grilled area you determined previously. The screw holes must compare 
with the screw holes in the PC case, if they do not you have actually got the incorrect size. Position 
the fan so the arrow revealing the instructions of air flow points far from the computer system, then 
screw the fan safely into location.
Next oNext off, you have to link the fan to your computer system. If your fan has a cable with a huge 
four-pin head, you can plug it directly into the matching cable originating from the power-supply 
system. If your fan does not connected into the power supply, it might have a little adapter that plugs 
straight into the motherboard. In this case, there'll be a four-pin port significant FAN or BACK FAN on 
the motherboard where you can plug in the cable. When everything's linked, reassemble your PC 
and reconnect it to the power. 
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The 5 Best Productivity Apps for Entrepreneurs

Advanced technology has changed employees’ work habits, 
the management of their daily goals and the way they accomplish 
tasks. However, this progress has also brought increased 
workloads that require multitasking, which eventually may decrease 
effectiveness. So, how do entrepreneurs actually get any 
work done?

FortunatelFortunately, technology has made it easier for entrepreneurs to 
accomplish routine tasks, manage time more efficiently and keep 
track of responsibilities in a more orderly fashion.

Credit the gaggle of mobile productivity apps now available on the market. However, it's important to know 
how to choose the right app for your work style. Below are some of the apps that do a good job helping you 
to avoid the distractions of everyday demands.

1. Evernote
Through EvernoteThrough Evernote’s web and mobile app, you can create digital notebooks for everything from keeping track 
of your expenses and managing your calendar, to creating slideshow presentations and planning your next 
trip. Whether it’s personal or business expenses, keeping track of receipts is impossible for even the most 
organized of people. By creating one of Evernote’s digital notebooks, you’re able to screen-shot your re-
ceipt right after payment, making it easier to locate expenses in the future.
The best way to use Evernote, though, is to take advantage of everything else it has to offer. The more 
notebooks you add, the more valuable the app becomes.
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Try taking snapshots of everything in your office and on your shelves, then insert it all into a 
notebook and relieve the stress of sorting through papers. All you have to do is tag the notes 
you’re taking for easy search access at a later date. It’s a game changer when you're scrambling 
for those notes you quickly jotted down during your weekly meetings.

2.  Letterspace
It’s imperative for entrepreneurs to make important decisions on the company's future without 
neglecting everyday responsibilities and tasks. For example, no one actually enjoys taking notes, but neglecting everyday responsibilities and tasks. For example, no one actually enjoys taking notes, but 
it’s essential. This is where Letterspace comes into play. It’s a great -- and free -- note-taking app 
that utilizes hashtags to organize your thoughts into a sophisticated and easy-to-use interface. One 
of Letterspace’s most beneficial features is the cursor that sits directly above the keyboard. This 
feature allows users to move paragraphs of notes around making it easier than ever for 
entrepreneurs to edit anything from a paragraph switch to a simple typo.

3. Humin   
Ask any entrepreneur: He or she will tell you that the essence of business success lies in making the Ask any entrepreneur: He or she will tell you that the essence of business success lies in making the 
right connections -- whether they be for potential new business, partnerships or that next round of 
funding. Entrepreneurs are constantly networking and conducting meetings, but it can be almost
 impossible to keep track of how and where you met someone. Humin handles all of that for you.  impossible to keep track of how and where you met someone. Humin handles all of that for you. 
When you insert information into the app, it remembers all of the tiny details of how and where you 
met someone, allowing you to actually be in the moment instead of trying to remember information 
later. Humin solves this problem by combining your contacts, dialing and voice mailbox to calculate 
who your most important contacts are.

4. Listen
Another productivity app to consider is LISTEN, developed by RealNetworks, the company I work Another productivity app to consider is LISTEN, developed by RealNetworks, the company I work 
with. LISTEN's innovative app utilizes ringback tone technology to respond to incoming calls when 
you’re too busy to answer the phone.
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Its newly released 2.0 features also include auto SMS reply capabilities which, when enabled, 
respond to both inbound calls and incoming text messages. You can also customize both your 
voice and SMS responses, giving contacts a specific heads-up (e.g., “About to close on a deal; let 
me call you back!”).  LISTEN further boasts such 2.0 personalization features as Calendar 
Integration (syncs your auto replies with your meetings) and Location Detection, which responds to Integration (syncs your auto replies with your meetings) and Location Detection, which responds to 
calls and text messages based on your geographic location.  Also be sure to try LISTEN’s Drive 
mode, which will play a status message informing callers (and texters) when you’re behind the wheel.

5.  Workflow
TTime management is yet another key part to building and running a successful business. Managing 
workflow is the foundation of utilizing time effectively. With the Workflow app, you’re able to custom-
ize your phone so you can bypass tasks that are a waste of time. For example, you can call an Uber 
in advance of your next calendar event or create a button to give your mom a quick call. Workflow 
allows you to create any type of button for any type of activity that you may do on a regular basis and 
with the simple click of that button your task is being completed. 

Source : entrepreneur.com
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Ashampoo Music Studio 5 Software 
100% Discount

Ashampoo Music Studio 5 is your all-in-one solution to create, edit, 
design and produce your audio.  Power paired with ease of use – 
Ashampoo Music Studio 5 provides a wide array of features that 
cover the whole bandwidth from music creation to music production 
while maintaining simplicity throughout the user interface. Take 
control of your music collection and become creator, editor, designer 
and producer.

 

Download Here
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Photomizer 2 SE Software 

With the professional Photomizer 2 SE software you easily edit your 
scanned photos, scanned slides and even your scanned negatives. 
Enjoy more colorful images by touching up flat colors! Remove errors 
and dust at the PC – fully automatically!
It is frustrating: Even with the best cameras, one only gets ordinary 
results. It is obvious: the photos could clearly be better. Dreary 
colours could be pepped up, image could be sharpened and details colours could be pepped up, image could be sharpened and details 
could be highlighted. Especially, brightness has to be adjusted, as 
most of the photos are too dark. You also want to edit scanned 
photos? Wouldn’t it be great to have a software which deals with
picture optimization and repair and which is at the same time easy to 
handle?
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7-Data Recovery Suite 3.3 Software 

7-data recovery suite is Complete and capable data recovery 
software for rescuing files under almost any conditions including: 
accidentally deleted files; damaged or formatted hard drive;
 lost/deleted partition; photo or video lost from local drive, memory 
card, or camera; file lost from mobile phones, etc.

Designed for the recovery of accidently deleted data and files. 
Using advanced scanning technology and directory restructuring Using advanced scanning technology and directory restructuring 
algorithm, 7-Data Recovery Suite can assist you to recover deleted 
data and files emptied from Recycle Bin and files deleted by using 
SHIFT+DELETE key, etc.
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Got Secrets? This Dropbox Competitor 
Will Encrypt Them

Everyone really ought to do more to protect themselves online. Use 
two-factor authentication. Encrypt email. Make sure any downloaded 
software hasn’t been tampered with. But it is such a pain.

Many companies see a business opportunity in making all of this 
easier. Keybase, founded by OK Cupid co-founders Chris Coyne 
and Max Krohn, is the latest to join this new field of 
consumer-focused security companies.

Keybase started out focused largely on making it slightly easier to encrypt email using a technology called 
PGP, short for “Pretty Good Privacy.” Now the company is expanding into other areas, starting with 
Dropbox-style file sharing, where it hopes to be able to do more good. And it’s just landed $10.8 million in 
funding led by Andreessen Horowitz to make it happen.

“[Encryption] shouldn’t be something only a hacker can do,” Krohn says. “It should be something that 
anyone using a workstation in their daily lives should be able to use effectively. You shouldn’t have to 
understand crypto in order to use these products.”understand crypto in order to use these products.”
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Easier Encryption

Keybase’s focuses mainly on a class of cryptography called public-key encryption. The basic idea 
is that you create two keys: a “public key” that can be used to scramble messages in a way that can 
be deciphered only by using a second “private key.”

But your keys can be used for far more than just sending messages. They can be used to “sign” 
messages, to prove the message really came from you.messages, to prove the message really came from you. Alternately, it can be used to digitally sign 
other things, like a file posted to the web. Many open source projects sign their releases to prove the 
code hasn’t been tampered with.

The problem Keybase set out to solve is that it can be hard to find the public key for someone you 
want to send a message to. To solve this, the company created a central repository for public keys 
and uses sites like Twitter and Reddit to verify your identity. You can think of Keybase as a social
 network for sharing public keys.

Keybase might make it easier to use PGKeybase might make it easier to use PGP, but PGP remains cumbersome to use for email, and 
there’s not much the company can do about it. But Krohn has long realized its service could be useful 
for helping people use public key cryptography in other ways. That’s the thinking behind its 
forthcoming file-sharing product.

Open Secret

YYou can think of it as similar to Dropbox or Google Drive, but the company’s software will invisibly en-
crypt all the data you store in it so even Keybase won’t be able to read it. And Krohn says the soft-
ware will be entirely open source so independent security researchers can audit it for backdoors or 
vulnerabilities.In fact, much of the software the company will use already has been audited. Rather 
than use PGP, or invent something new, Krohn says the company is using the well-respected open 
source encryption system NaCl to create the file-sharing service.
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Other companies like Boxcryptor already offer tools for encrypting data before you upload to to 
cloud services such as Dropbox or Amazon, and Dropbox competitors like SpiderOak claim to 
store your data in such a way that the companies can’t access it. But the problem with these 
services, Krohn says, is sharing data outside your organization. That’s where Keybase’s central 
source of public keys comes in. The company’s idea is that it can make it trivial to share an 
encrypted file with someone without having to send them decryption keys. It could also be used to encrypted file with someone without having to send them decryption keys. It could also be used to 
simply sign, instead of encrypting, a file, which could help solve the problem of downloading 
untrusted software off the web.

The big question is whether Keybase can actually make this easy enough that people will use it 
instead of just using Dropbox or sending the file as an e-mail attachment. But in a world where user 
data is spilling out onto the web on a nigh daily basis, it’s certainly worth a shot.
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This Radio Bug Can Steal Laptop Crypto Keys, 
Fits Inside a Pita

The list of paranoia-inducing threats to your computer’s security 
grows daily: Keyloggers, trojans, infected USB sticks, 
ransomware…and now the rogue falafel sandwich.

Researchers at Tel Aviv University and Israel’s Technion research institute have developed a new 
palm-sized device that can wirelessly steal data from a nearby laptop based on the radio waves leaked by 
its processor’s power use. Their spy bug, built for less than $300, is designed to allow anyone to “listen” to 
the accidental radio emanations of a computer’s electronics from 19 inches away and derive the user’s 
secret decryption keys, enabling the attacker to read their encrypted communications. And that device, 
described in a paper they’re presenting at the Workshop on Cryptographic Hardware and Embedded 
Systems in SeptembeSystems in September, is both cheaper and more compact than similar attacks from the past—so small, in 
fact, that the Israeli researchers demonstrated it can fit inside a piece of pita bread.

The result is that a computer that holds secrets can be readily tapped with such cheap and compact items 
without the user even knowing he or she is being monitored,” says Eran Tomer, a senior lecturer in 
computer science at Tel Aviv University. “We showed it’s not just possible, it’s easy to do with components 
you can find on eBay or even in your kitchen.”
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Their key-stealing device, which they call the Portable Instrument for Trace Acquisition (yes, that 
spells PITA) consists of a loop of wire to act as an antenna, a Rikomagic controller chip, a Funcube 
software defined radio, and batteries. It can be configured to either collect its cache of stolen data 
on an SD storage card or to transmit it via Wifi to a remote eavesdropper. The idea to actually cloak 
the device in a pita—and name it as such—was a last minute addition, Tomer says. The researchers 
found a piece of the bread in their lab on the night before their deadline and discovered that all their 
electronics could fit inside it.

TheThe Tel Aviv researchers focused their attack on extracting the keys stored by GnuPG, an open 
source and widely used version of the encryption software PGP. They alerted GnuPG to their work 
in February, and an update to the software released at the same time as their paper is designed to 
protect against the attack.
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But they say their key-stealing method could be applied to other crypto systems that use RSA and 
ElGamal, the cryptographic algorithms integrated into GnuPG. Tromer says the group is also 
exploring whether the technique could be adapted and made more widely applicable, too, even 
allowing the theft of bitcoins by stealing the private keys created by users’ “wallet” programs. Their 
paper includes recommendations for how cryptographers can alter software to better foil their radio 
key thieving mechanism.But they say their key-stealing method could be applied to other crypto 
systems that use RSsystems that use RSA and ElGamal, the cryptographic algorithms integrated into GnuPG. Tromer 
says the group is also exploring whether the technique could be adapted and made more widely
 applicable, too, even allowing the theft of bitcoins by stealing the private keys created by users’ 
“wallet” programs. Their paper includes recommendations for how cryptographers can alter software 
to better foil their radio key thieving mechanism.

The Israeli researchersThe Israeli researchers’ ability to steal data from unwitting computers’ radio waves isn’t exactly new: 
Computer scientists have known for decades that computers leak sensitive data in the form of radio 
emissions from their electromagnetic components. The Dutch security researcher Wim van Eck 
demonstrated back in 1985 that he could pick up the radio emissions of CRT monitors and 
reconstruct on-screen images. In 2008, German and Iranian researchers used a similar radio 
analysis trick to “listen” to the computations inside wireless key fobs and clone them to unlock cars 
and open garage doors.

But theBut the Tel Aviv researchers’ technique uses that same form of radio spying to target a laptop—a far 
more electromagnetically complicated target than a key fob or a monitor—and also to do it on the 
cheap. The team cleverly reduced the resources necessary for their attack by sampling the radio 
emanations from the processor only intermittentlemanations from the processor only intermittently, while the chip does its decryption work of reading 
those emissions at a much faster frequency. PITA takes its samples at 100 kiloherz compared with 
the processor’s 20,000-times-faster computation rate of two gigaherz. But by tricking the target into 
decrypting a carefully chosen message, they were able to “twist the algorithm’s arm” into leaking 
more sensitive information, creating more clues in the leaked emanations for their PITA radio to pick 
up.
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It’s like someone’s reciting secrets in a room, and you only get to hear a syllable a day to try to
 reconstruct what they’re saying,” says Tromer. “You can force that person in the room to always 
say one syllable over and over if the secret is ‘zero,’ and another syllable over and over if the secret 
is ‘one’…That allows us to take a very low frequency sample and still extract information.”

The notion of someone planting an eavesdropping device less than two feet away from a target comThe notion of someone planting an eavesdropping device less than two feet away from a target com-
puter may seem farfetched as an espionage technique—even if that spy device is concealed in a pita 
(a potentially conspicuous object in certain contexts) or a stealthier disguise like a book or trashcan. 
But the PITA attack represents a significant advancement from less than a year ago, when the same 
researchers released an attack that required the attacker to actually touch a laptop’s metal 
components to pick up their charge.

Tromer says the team is now working on another upgrade that would allow much longer-distance 
snooping, though he declined to say more before the research’s publication. If that more remote 
attack becomes practical, it could introduce the threat of radio-based crypto key theft through walls 
or floors—without even a telltale sandwich to warn the user their secrets are being stolen.
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Just How Safe Are Cloud Solutions from Hackers?

Cloud computing and cloud storage are some of the most recent big 
developments in the technology sector, with millions of users tapping 
into the service and making the most of offsite solutions for either 
themselves or their company. That being said, you are trusting your 
data and/or computing to be done off-site where it is relatively out of 
your control. This leads to the question of “Just how secure are cloud 
solutions from those who want to get at my data?” To answer that, 
we’d need to look at it from both the server end and the user end, and we’d need to look at it from both the server end and the user end, and 
ask a few other questions.
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User-End Security

A lot of how much you can depend on the security of cloud storage depends on you. If a hacker gets 
into your user data and uses it to log into some of your accounts, even the safest measures by a 
company looking to keep you safe won’t be of any help.
Your biggest risk is if a hacker manages through one method or another get ahold of your password 
and username and then uses that to directly log into your account and create all sorts of problems 
for you, possible even trying to steal your account outright. If this should happen your financial data for you, possible even trying to steal your account outright. If this should happen your financial data 
is also likely at risk due to the method you likely paid for the cloud service, so you need to change 
your password to a strong one and change it often.
Also you should keep an eye out on who you share your files with, otherwise a hacker might take 
advantage of someone else and use that connection to get at you in some manner over the cloud. 
Try not to give permission where it is not needed and you should be relatively safe, but not 
completely immune to hackers.

Server-End SecurityServer-End Security

Most information technology companies take the security of their customers very seriously, knowing 
that if there were ever even a minor data breach that were to get publicized enough, they would lose 
costumers or users by at least the hundreds of thousands. In addition, many of the companies that 
offer cloud computing are the safe ones that have their own security departments and will have the 
best minds in the field constantly figuring out ways to think ahead of hackers.
HoweveHowever, hackers will often work together to crack a server with a large enough reward, and as we 
have learned from the recent celebrity leaks, cloud storage is not invulnerable. Also, a single employ-
ee can easily create a major breach whether it is through malice or negligence. That is not a risk to 
take lightly, and hackers will take advantage of every last thing they can find (or make new breaches 
when there are none readily apparent). That all being said, hackers are not the only thing you should 
think about, and you need to focus for at least a little while on how much you trust the company you 
are having store your data. Do you think they are going to use it themselves for research purposes? are having store your data. Do you think they are going to use it themselves for research purposes? 
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How do you think they would react if they found out if they got hacked? Would they warn their 
customers?

Public Networks

YYou should also note that, if you use a cloud solution, that means you are going to need a constant 
internet connection. If you are using a laptop or smartphone on the go this likely means that you will 
be using a public network. Public networks are dangerous, especially with the amount of data that 
cloud solutions send and receive all of the time. 
On unprotected public networks hackers in the vicinity with extremely simple setups can read all of 
the data is sent over the network, and this can include passwords, usernames, financial information, 
and many of the things that are sent over cloud computing and storage. This makes using cloud 
computing unprotected very risky in public places.computing unprotected very risky in public places.
If you really want to use it, though, and there are certainly benefits (laptops often don’t have much 
storage space compared to other computers), then you will like want to use a solid Virtual Private 
Network. With it your computer will establish a safe connection with a secure outside server that no 
one else will be able to access. Over this connection you will be able to send your cloud computing 
data and you will be able to safely do whatever you need to while out in public.

What Will You Use It For?

AA lot of how much you should rely on the security of cloud solutions depends on what you use them 
for. Most hackers are not really interested in your music collection or your family photos from that trip 
to Venice last year. They will however be interested in documents relating to your place of business, 
any financial or personal data that you might have, or anything incriminating that they can use 
against someone in a desperate situation. If you have extremely sensitive data, you’re better off 
using a flash drive and a safe.
Therefore try to write down a list of different processes you’d use cloud computing for and what 
types of data you’d store on external servers. If there is nothing worrying, then you’re probably safe. types of data you’d store on external servers. If there is nothing worrying, then you’re probably safe. 
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If not, then take a closer look at other options because hackers might use it should the worst
happen.

Conclusion

So, to answer the title question in short:  Not particularly, although you can take some decent 
precautions so it is fine for basic use. Thank you for reading and I hope that this article helps you 
make a more informed decision about which services you buy for your computer.
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World’s First 200GB microSD Card

There isn't any troll in the title. The "World's Largest microSD" card 
sized at 200GB is now officially available for purchasing from Amazon 
and number of retailers.

So, Is your 16GB, or 32GB, or even 64GB smartphone not enough to 
store all your data in one place?
Order a Sandisk's new high-capacity microSD card from Amazon 
nonow. However, the only issue is that it is not exactly very cheap. You 
will have to pay around $240 to buy one.

 World's First 200GB MicroSD Card

Back in March when Sandisk first announced the world's first 200GB microSD card, it was expected to be 
priced at around $400. However, $240 has been marked as the price for the highest-capacity microSD card 
available in the market.

Sandisk's 200GB microSD card, or Ultra microSDXC UHS-I card, offers a transfer speed of up to 90MB per 
second, which is double the speed provided by its 128GB counterpart.

TTransfer Speed: 1200 Photos Per Minute

The company claims that the speed will allow you to transfer up to 1,200 photos in just a single minute. 
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The card is something of great use for photographers and filmmakers who need more storage 
capacity to store high-resolution photographs and videos. 

Moreover, Sandisk's 200GB MicroSD card comes packaged with an SD adapter and a 10-year 
limited warranty.

Furthermore, the 200GB MicroSD card is waterproof, shockproof, temperature proof, magnet proof 
and X-ray proof to deal with any possibility of destruction.

HoweveHowever, if you can not spent this much for 200GB of storage space, there always remains an 
option for you to buy a 128GB MicroSD card that still provides you plenty of space and costs as 
much as $80.

Source : thehackernews.com
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This Device Can Wirelessly Charge Your All 
Devices at Once From 15 Feet

Wireless charging isn't a new concept at all, but to charge your 
devices you are still required to place your phone on the top of 
charging pad. Quite annoying sometimes when slightly misaligned 
of a device caused your phone not to charge.

Now, imagine you never have to plug in your smartphones again, or 
technology that charges multiple devices at one time. This is what 
Energous Corporation is all set to oEnergous Corporation is all set to offer you.

WattUp — Wirelessly Charging Technology

The technology company Energous Corporation is about to launch WattUp — a wireless charger that will 
change the way people charge their electronic devices at homes, in the offices, in the car and beyond.

With WattUp, you no longer need to worry about looking for a charge: once you are in 
a WattUp wire-free charging zone, the battery life of all your devices will simply be 
managed, seamlessly and intelligently, so you can devote your time and energy to 
what really matters,"
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WattUp is capable to charge your smartphones and other battery-enabled devices on the go 
using the same radio waves abundantly flowing all around us as a Wi-Fi router.

How WattUp works?

Previously demonstrated at CES 2015, WattUp works by using a mix of Radio Frequency (RF), 
Bluetooth and a lot of patent-pending technologies.

WWattUp transmitter communicates with and locates compatible devices using a Bluetooth module. 
Once they are connected to a device, they beam out RF signals that are then converted into DC 
power by a small chip embedded in the device.
Devices that require charging should be within the range of up to 5m (15 feet) of Wi-Fi signals, just 
like you use wireless hotspot in your offices or at homes. 

In case if the power signal from your living room router is stronger than the power signal in your 
bedroom and you are going in the kitchen, your device will make the switch.
  
When would I expect WattUP?

These WattUp transmitters can eventually be built directly into household appliances like a wireless 
speaker, Televisions or any other device that uses power continuously, but for now you need to put 
your smartphone into a WattUp-enabled battery pack.

The company says that WattUp battery packs could be ready for the consumer market possibly by 
the end of 2015 or at the beginning of the next year.
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Micro:bit — A Pocket-sized Programmable 
Computer

JULY 201556

The BBC has unveiled the final design of the Micro:bit — a pock-
et-sized computer board designed to lure U.K. school children to 
embedded electronics.

The Micro:bit is essentially a codeable computer that lets kids get 
creative with technology. It measures 5cm by 4cm and will be 
available in different colors.

The idea behind the Micro:bit is to encourage young children to learn 
how computers work, and to get kids into programming and 
engineering at the young age.

What does this tiny little computer contain?

The Micro:bit, made in collaboration with ARM, Barclays, element14, Freescale, Lancaster University, Mic-
rosoft, Nordic Semiconductor, Samsung and the Wellcome Trust, contains:

    A 32-bit ARM Cortex M0 CPU
    Programmable Array of 25 red LEDs
    Micro USB port through which it can be powered
    Three input-output (I/O) Ring Connectors to hook it up to other kits and sensors
    Bluetooth for connectivity
    A 3V output connector to power external devices
    A 20-pin edge connector



  Two on-board buttons that can act as a game controller
  A battery connector which connects to a separate AAA battery holder
  An accelerometer to make a hi-tech spirit level
  In-built Compass

The series of 25 programmable red LEDs lights is designed to help children get instant results, and 
its input/output (I/O) rings help connect other computing kit, including the Raspberry Pi, Galileo, 
Arduino, Kano and littleBits, to carry out more complex tasks.Arduino, Kano and littleBits, to carry out more complex tasks.

The Micro:bit is programmed through a modified version of Microsoft's TouchDevelop Web-based 
coding environment. Microsoft also provided two coding languages – The text-based Microsoft 
TouchDevelop and a graphical coding language Microsoft Blocks.

The BBC Micro:bit is almost 18 times faster and about 600 times lighter than the original BBC Micro, 
which celebrated its 33rd birthday recently.

When would you get Micro:bit?

BBC is planning to distribute over 1 Million Micro:bit devices for Free to everyBBC is planning to distribute over 1 Million Micro:bit devices for Free to every Year 7 (11 or 12 
year-old) child or equivalent at the school across the UK in October this year. 

By the end of this year, the general public will also be able to purchase Micro:bit. Although the cost 
has not been announced yet, Micro:bit will be cheap.
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'Hacking Team' Gets Hacked! 500GB of Data 
Dumped Over the Internet

JULY 2015

Hacking Team, one of the most controversial spyware and malware 
providers to governments and law enforcement agencies all around 
the world, allegedly been hacked, with some 500 gigabytes of 
internal data leaked over the Internet.

The leaked data indicates that despite its denials, the spyware 
company did sell powerful spyware tools to oppressive regimes in 
Sudan, Bahrain, Ethiopia and Saudi Arabia.

Massive Data Breach at Hacking Team

The unknown hackers not only managed to make 500 GB of client files, financial documents, contracts and 
internal emails, publicly available for download, but also defaced Hacking Team’s own Twitter account, 
replacing the company's logo to "Hacked Team."

Hacking Team, also known as HT S.r.l, is an Italian company known for providing powerful surveillance 
software Remote Code System (RCS) to Governments and law enforcement agencies.

The company previously claimed to only deal with ethical governments, although they have never formally The company previously claimed to only deal with ethical governments, although they have never formally 
disclosed the list of names and businesses. 
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However, the data breach happened to Hacking Team appears to have revealed the list of its 
clients somehow. 

At the time of writing, the Twitter account linked to Hacking Team is currently compromised, with 
its new bio reads:
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"Developing ineffective, easy-to-pwn offensive technology to compromise the 
operations of the worldwide law enforcement and intelligence communities."
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A tweet composed by unknown hackers reads, "Since we have nothing to hide, we are publishing all 
our emails, files, and source code," with the link to around 500GB of data.  

The leaked data has been uploaded to BitTorrent, allegedly including email communications, audio 
recordings, and source code. The data disclosed Hacking Team customers along with the dates of 
their purchasing the software.

A few hours later, the list of alleged Hacking Team customers, including the past and current clients, 
was posted on Pastebin. The most notable and previously unknown ones are the FBI, Spain,
  Australia, Chile, and Iraq, among others.
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The Twitter account of Christian Pozzi (@christian_pozzi), a Hacking Team representative who was 
personally exposed by the incident, is also get hacked few minutes ago.

Hacking Team has yet to verify that it has been breached and that the hacked information is legiti-
mate. As it's hard to say the leaked data is real without any confirmation from the company itself.
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Israeli Singer Jailed for Hacking Madonna Emails

An Israeli Singer and former contestant on a reality talent show has 
been jailed for hacking Madonna's online accounts and stealing 
songs from her unreleased music tracks.

Adi Lederman, 39, who participated in Israel's version of American 
Idol called A Star Is Born, is set to spend his 14 months in prison 
and pay $4000 in fine after confessing to computer trespassing, 
infringement of privacy and property rights.

Citing Madonna as Lederman's victim, Tel Aviv Magistrate's Court did not specify whether Lederman was 
actually behind the song leak from her "Rebel Heart" album, the Jerusalem Post reported this week.

JULY 2015

"The ease with which crimes such as this can be committed by those who have skills in 
the field," the court said, "such as the accused, require an appropriate punitive re-
sponse that has a deterrent and uncompromising message."
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Deeply Devastating and Hurtful

Madonna planned to launch her new album "Rebel Heart" during Spring 2015 but was forced to 
rush-release six songs early on iTunes after they were leaked on the Internet in December last 
year.

Lederman was arrested a month later in January after an investigation assisted by the FBI.

According to Tel Aviv Magistrates' Court, Lederman hacked into email servers belongs to Kevin 
Antunes, MadonnaAntunes, Madonna’s musical director and Guy Oseary, Madonna's talent manager.

Access to the email accounts was used to get into online cloud storage systems, allowing Lederman 
to pilfer photographs and music tracks copyrighted by Madonna Esther Louise Ciccone.

At the time, Madonna said the incident was an "invasion into [her] life - creatively, professionally and 
personally [which] remains a deeply devastating and hurtful experience."

Lederman subsequently sold the music tracks to two different buyers for $300 each, however 
Madonna appeal her fans to not to listen to the leaked files.
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German Missile System Hacked; 'Unexplained' 
Commands Executed Remotely

JULY 2015

Now this is a shockingly dangerous threat when hackers are taking 
over weapons and missiles.

This time I am not talking about weapon systems being hackable, 
but being HACKED!

A German Patriot anti-aircraft missile system stationed on 
TTurkish-Syrian border was reportedly hacked and taken over by an 
unknown "foreign source" who successfully executed "unexplained 
commands."

Two Attack Vectors

Attacks on the Patriot missiles system were detected when "unexplained" orders were given to the weapons 
via two supposed weak spots.

German trade publication Behörden Spiegel reports that the American-made missile system was accessed 
either through a Computer Chip that directs weapons guidance or through a Real-Time information ex-
change that provides communication between arms and commands.

The publication speculates that the hackers may have stolen sensitive information and accessed missile 
control that could result in a missile firing at an unintended target.
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However, a spokesman for the German Federal Ministry of Defense denied the missile battery 
hijack report and said it lacked evidence, calling it 'extremely unlikely.'

US Backdoored Weapons to Steal Nation’s Secrets

Annie Machon, a former MI5 agent and whistleblower, told RT that the highly secure US weapons 
could contain backdoors. Also, Edward Snowden leaks confirmed that the US government conducts 
nation states cyber-espionage to steal sensitive nation’s secrets.

In June, Germany decided to spend USD4.5 Billion to replace its Patriot missiles with the Medium In June, Germany decided to spend USD4.5 Billion to replace its Patriot missiles with the Medium 
Extended Air Defense System used by the US and Italy.
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